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TO LEADERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY & DEMOCRACY 
5 November 2020 

I have a mighty respect for you and I hope you will have for me. 
 
I find myself as a sole voice in Australia, not by choice but by dint of exile by corporate 
maunderers who are enforcing the opposite of the OECD’s, World Bank’s, IMF’s & other 
authorities’ lessons and guidelines.  I have invented a new label of “malenomics” to represent the 
world of hidden motives and backroom deals between the pigs and humans from Orwell’s Animal 
Farm as they now exist in the Convict City – in which I was leading reformer until recently.  One of 
the leaders is seeking appointment as head of OECD. 
 
The OECD’s latest Survey was authoritative and I have been trying to find a pathway of less 
resistance there so I can use my money stolen from me to achieve great things in society, and to 
emulate the greatest generation of reformers in Australia’s history, the world’s leading municipal 
body, the Sydney Reform Council of 1900-12. 
 
My contributions include a “Murray/Gibbons” template for medical/economic stability under 
successive waves of Coronaviruses, a model “mini-budget” to repair the national budget which 
abandoned “stimulus” and still lacks a “plan”, and the widely respected reform plan “EDDINGTON 
BEDROCK:  FROM CHRISTIE TO GREINER TO GIBBONS”.  There are four websites and two social media 
identities. 
 
To summarise, the main symptoms of Malenomics are : 

• “Projects” come out of political offices wherein there is no pretence of understanding 
systematic planning, catastrophes being in the imminent outcomes (below) 

• The “guard posts” of Treasury, main agencies and iA/iNSW are locked under the control of 
cadres of political meisters.  Criticism is suppressed through giving lollies to local councils 
and recruiting the more needy of the “opposing” Party 

• Accordingly there are no effective feedback loops at major stages (some being totally 
absent as with the metros and trams) through 

Pre-planning   ⇢   Needs analyses ⇢   Scenario-testing 
• “No” includes feasibility assessment of main, agreed options – engineering, economic, 

financial, environmental, scale, timing, NPV and benefit/cost results, and community 
benefit (NSW projects typically cause the greatest possible neighbourhood damage e.g. all 
3 new trams) 

• “No” community and Parliamentary endorsement of all parameters but especially contract 
and Budget integrity 

• Sooner, cheaper and more effective options are ALWAYS ignored, and in some cases, 
deliberately frustrated, using public money to hurt individuals 

• “Menzies” values are treated with contempt while the meisters wear sheep rugs and quiet 
slippers, dealing in backrooms (he is the doyen of past Conservative leaders) 

• Self-suppression of journalistic nous, the focus being “look at all those cranes” and “what 
shiny toys!  The former competence in economics and engineering are rarely seen and 
never in a sustained way – for example, Sir Rod Eddington’s legacy has been expunged 
without political or media “experts” noticing. 



• Plagiarism and unfair, unAustralian treatment, Baird and Turnbull being the first leaders to 
condone depriving a citizen of the right to earn a living and nourish his family –  

• The destruction of “due diligence”, incredible waste in the cities + poor delivery of 
infrastructure where it is needed  

o ports and Inland Rail 
o fast rail, metros and trams 
o growth areas 
o congestion zones 

• Unfair and ineffective taxation – value capture that does not work, no auditable municipal 
bonds, weak and variable “incentives” 

 
This is a diagrammatic summary 
of the vicious interplay between 
Trump-like conservatives and 
the real reformers, the state 
and territory leaders, excluding 
NSW of course. 

Serious efforts have been made 
over some five years to engage 
senior Government elected and 
appointed officials as seen in 
downloadable documents and 
web content at 
sydneyimprovementpolitics.co
m (including “the evil of 
plagiarism”) and 
www.sydneybetrayals.me.   

Also, a very significant concern 
is the mayhem in freight, port, 
inland rail, aerotropolis, air 
freight hub and intermodal 
terminals as seen at 
www.thinkinglogicallogistics.inf
o 

Corona economics and politics 
are at stimulus-stupidity.com. 

Publication of this letter and 
associated materials is an 
expression of extreme 
frustration at continuing 
blunders and systemic 
unfairness.  
 

I ask that you nominate one of 
your respected officials to   
contact me to discuss how to foster best-practice in economic recovery and innovation, such as 
by using my Murray/Gibbons Template as a case study. 

Melbourne
Murray Zone
Queensland

INCOMPETENCE
• Climate denial
• Cronyism
• Inexpert
• Greed
• Abusive / ego

PM Turnbull
PM Morrison ex Treasurer
Frydenberg Treasurer ex anti-
environmental Environment

Canberra /  Sydney
Metro /BCA / IPA Warfare
Corruption +  Psychoses / Malice  /  Fear

MANIFESTATIONS

• Treasury / Infrastructure capture of petticoat politics
• Suppression of cost-effective Corona medico/legal responses & 

city/regional infrastructure options, theft of citizen’s IP
• Sydney Metro – lower capacity, $ b+++ transfers to HK
• Rozelle / Nth Beaches – worst option, increased congestion
• St George trucks / ports – port corruption, reduced logistics & higher 

trucking
• New Airport, no transit Vs “best in world option”
• Fast/faster rail – political grandstanding & idiocy
• Corporate barbarism

• Plundering JobKeeper subsidies
• Exploitation of independent in enforcing Murray Zone 

precedent economic rationale
• Suppression of local government – lack of data feedback & 

disempowerment contra to Localism principles

REFUSAL TO REPAIR
• Bushfires
• Population growth
• Regional unemployment
• Rorts / waste
• Corporate theft

Premier Baird ex Treasurer
Premier Berejiklian ex 
Treasurer/Transport
Perrottet Treasurer

Versus PM of NZ & Premiers of WA, Victoria & Queensland and Chief 
Ministers of ACT & Northern Territory


